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Total number of proposals

807

Total number of participants

538

AGE
< 16

34

16-21

21

22-30

67

31-59

214

60 or more

171

How can we involve
people of different ages
and backgrounds?

Category

n. of entries

Category

n. of entries

People

72

Building

205

Nature/landscape

105

Celebration/festival

46

Toys

8

Work/labour

62

Trade/commerce

17

Religion

57

Games

15

Music/dance etc.

41

Food

63

Symbol

13

Tale

45

Place

144

Popular belief

31

Other

32

Word

37

Non-categorized

7

Work of art

40

Wrong categorization

5

How can we help citizens expand their
understanding of what cultural heritage
includes?

«TYPE» of HERITAGE
Tangible heritage

409

Intangible heritage

293

Combined

113

Proposals including a personal
description:

270 out of 807
only 33,5%

(New) relationship with the environment

Faro Convention art. 8

Past vs present

There are «sensitive» periods in
European history
Faro Convention artt. 3.b and 7.c

How can we make natural
elements an integral part of
our cultural heritage (also
in order to promote
sustainable development)?

How can we understand
and value this complex
relationship?
How can we help citizens
«face» these problematic
times of our past in order
to foster dialogue and
peace?

Too many citizens seem to perceive cultural
heritage as something standing «outside» and
«above» them → they feel they have little
right to express their views on the subject →
there should be «somebody» (?public
authorities?) to teach them about cultural
heritage and take (better) care of it
What is the role of cultural
institutions?

How can we help citizens understand that it
is both their right and responsibility to be
involved in defining, promoting and
preserving cultural heritage?

What about a European Cultural Heritage?
Faro Convention
Preamble: «[…] one of the aims of the Council
of Europe is to achieve greater unity between
its members for the purpose of safeguarding
and fostering the ideals and principles,
founded upon respect for human rights,
democracy and the rule of law, which are their
common heritage»

All our citizens value
cultural heritage!

Art. 7.c: «The parties undertake to […]
develop knowledge of cultural heritage
as a resource to facilitate peaceful coexistence by promoting trust and
mutual understanding with a view to
resolution and prevention of conflicts»

